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Word Problems :: Simple Addition - sums to 100
At the basketball game our team scored forty two points. The
other team scored forty six points. How many points were
scored in all by both teams?

+

42
46
88

Sandy found eighty two cents in her room and fifteen cents in
the car. How much money did Sandy find in all?

+

A clown was giving out balloons at the circus. He gave out
sixty six red balloons and nineteen blue balloons. How many
balloons did the clown give away?

Erin saw two big flocks of butterflies flying around a field.
The first flock had twenty seven butterflies, and the second
flock had sixty butterflies. How many butterflies did Erin see
in all?

Phil and Lucy were filling a basket with blackberries. Phil put
fifty eight blackberries in the basket, and Lucy put twenty
seven blackberries in the basket. How many blackberries
were in the basket?
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At the basketball game our team scored forty two points. The
other team scored forty six points. How many points were
scored in all by both teams?

+

42
46
88

+

82
15
97

+

66
19
85

+

27
60
87

Sandy found eighty two cents in her room and fifteen cents in
the car. How much money did Sandy find in all?

A clown was giving out balloons at the circus. He gave out
sixty six red balloons and nineteen blue balloons. How many
balloons did the clown give away?

Erin saw two big flocks of butterflies flying around a field. The
first flock had twenty seven butterflies, and the second flock
had sixty butterflies. How many butterflies did Erin see in all?

Phil and Lucy were filling a basket with blackberries. Phil put
fifty eight blackberries in the basket, and Lucy put twenty
seven blackberries in the basket. How many blackberries were
in the basket?
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58
27
85

